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H&K Mk. 23 TAIHO 

   The highly accurate H&K Mk.23 Taiho is Tokyo Metro’s 
answer to curbing street violence. Two serious law 
enforcement concerns are addressed simultaneously with this 
sidearm; engagement photo coverage and post-operation 
recovery. The Taiho, shown with included under barrel 
TrueSite™ laser site and silencer, has a built in still image 
camera in the guild rod under the slide assembly. Each trigger 
pull results in a photo taken 0.50 nanoseconds prior to the 
shot fired and stored in each magazine’s MemoryStick™ media 
chip. 
   The Taiho fires non-standard 0.43 caliber GPS enabled full 
metal jacketed ammunition. Non-standard ammunition has 
been proven to discourage street level reuse of enforcement 
weapons. Each bullet can be tracked individually pre and post 
firing. Rifling on each model, once tailored to the individual 
officer, will engrave the officer ID number, badge number, 
name, precinct, and the date on each bullet fired. 
   Full safe mode is offered with GerberTech’s ThumbLock™ 
safe system. Once the safety has been depressed to the 
ThumbLock™ position, only the locking officer can unlock the 
weapon. H&K: helping pave the way to a safer street in Tokyo. 
 

Type Conceal. Ammo Mode Damage Weight Avail. Cost Street Index 
Heavy 4 16(c) SA 9M 2.45 8/24 7,500¥ 3.5 
 
*Pistol is balanced with correction recoil systems that add a -1 target modifier to each shot 
and mitigate the second shot recoil penalty. Camera download requires a singe or multiport 
docking module linked to a PC/LAN. Each magazine can hold 350 pictures and a vid-link can 
be connected to a tactical helmet for around-the-corner visuals. Taiho magazines cost 550¥ 
each and have a street index of 3.5. 0.43 caliber ammunition has the same ballistic 
characteristics as 0.45 ACP. 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 

>>>>>[These things are the reason 
I quit running Tyo. Good luck to 
you guys, later.  
         And, Riki Two-tone, if I 
ever see you in the Dallas area, 
you’re a dead man.]<<<<< 
- Jubei <20:50:01 - 5/10/52> 
 
>>>>>[GerberTech really must 
have a lot of pull with H&K, that 
thumblock system is all but 
useless when you’re wearing 
gloves. Great idea, poorly 
thought-through. I’ve been a 
Metro cop for 7 years, and not 
once have I used this 
system.]<<<<< 
- Barry <24:01:01 - 6/11/52> 
 
>>>>>[Does anyone know where I 
can get some of these forty-
three’s? I have been looking 
everywhere, and I sure as hell am 
not going to use the standard 
issue ones.]<<<<< 
- Salvo <11:33:31 - 8/10/52> 
 


